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BRAhCH j jSecretary
U.S. Nuclear Re0ulatory Commission ;

ATTN: Docketing and Service Branch
Washington, D.C. 20555

tGentlemen:
i

Re: Comments on the Proposed _Revisinns to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171 on
Uconse, inspection and Annual Fees for FY 1994 ]

Kennecott Uranium Company is the operator and manager of the Sweetwater Uranium !

Project, which is licensed under Source Material Ucense SUA-1350. The Sweetwater Mill is |
considered to be a Class I facility and, as such, the proposed annual license fee for the facility .

Is $94,300.00. Kennecott Uranium Company has the following comments concerning these
proposed fees:

i
1. Anaessment of Full Fees for Non Operating Facilities.

The NRC has stated, in the Proposed Rule Revising Fee Schedules:
'Whether or not a lloensee is actually ocnduodng operations using the ,

materialis a matter oflicensee discretion. The NRC cannot control whether i

a licensee elects to possess and use radioactive material once it receives a
'

IIcense from the NRC. Therefore, the NRC reemphasizes once again that ;

annual fees will be assessed based on whether a licensee holds a valid :
,

license with the NRC that authorizes possession and use of radioactive i
material". |

'

The possession of a valid NRC license does not necessarily allow a licensee to conduct
operations at it's discretion. Kennecott Uranium Company's license, SUA-1350, (Ucense

'

Condition 9.18) states:
'At least 8 months prior to the resumption of milling operations, the licensee
shall submit for NRC review and approval, in the form of a license

'

amendment, an updated quellty assurance program and a revised effluent' -

and environmental monitoring program."
.

In spite of the fact that Kennecott Uranium Company possesses a valid NRC license, _ ,

operations at the Sweetwater Uranium Project cannot be resumed at the licensee's
,

discretion. In fact, the licensee is prevented by the NRC, in the form of a license condition, 3

from resuming operations at the licensee's discretion. Therefore, conducting operations i

under a valid NRC license in this instance is not entirely a matter of licensee discretion but .
.

i
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Comments on the Proposed Revisions to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171 Page 2.

Is also subject to NRC control. Given this situation, the assessment of fees based on the
supposed ability of the licenses to resume operations at its " discretion" is unfair.

Non-operating facilities possessing a valid NRC license require less regulatory oversight
than fully operational facilities. If fees are to be tied to the costs of regulation, then licensed ,

but non-operating facilities should be charged lower annual fees. The Conference Report
of Congress states:

.... annual 16es shall, to the maximum attent practicable, have a reasonable"

relationship to the cost of regulatory services provided by the Commission;
and the annual fees be assessed to those licensees the Commission, in its
discretion, determines can talrly, equitably, andpracticably contribute to their

ipayment.*

Kennecott Uranium Company suggests that a two (2) tlered fee structure be established. |
The two (2) tiered structure.should consist of a "Ilconsed and operating tier" and a lower !

cost "llconsed but not operating tier". This structure would better meet the requirements i
'

of the Conference Report.

2. Capriciousness of Fees |

Public Law 101-508, enacted November 5,1990 mandates that the NRC recover :

approximately 100 percent of its budget by assessing fees. Since the enactment of this
legislation, annual fees for uranium recovery licensees have fluctuated from $100,100.00
(1991) to $167,000.00 (1992) to $58,100.00 (1993) to $94,300.00 (Proposed 1994). The
annual fee has fluctuated widely over the past years. Kennecott Uranium Company does
not believe that the costs of regulating uranium mills has varied that much over the past
four (4) years. Kennecott Uranium Company believes that these fees very capriciously,
and that future fees should be no more than those paid in Fiscal Year 1993 at $58,100.00.
Additionally, it is very difficult for licensees to budget for and meet these changing fees i

when the changes occur well into the calendar year.

Annual fees are supposed to have a reasonable relationship to the cost of regulatory -

!services provided. The costs of regulat:ng the source material licensees can vary, but
should not very to the extent reflected by the annual changes in the fee structure, unless
these changes reflect changes in the way costs are attributed within the agency. If this is
the case, then a consistent method of attributing costs must be developed and used
consistently from year to year. ;

3. Number of Uceneeos
The number of licensees is continuing to decrease, yet the staffing / costs.of the NRC
remain at unchanged levels. This results in greater costs to licensees which are unjustified.

'
,
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Comments on the Proposed Revlalona to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171 Page 3.

4. Hourly Charges -
In the proposed fee structure hourly charges are set at $133.00 per hour. This hourly
charge exceeds the rates charged for senior personnel at many national consulting firms. :

Kennecott Uranium Company believes that these hourly charges are excessive and beyond
the normal ranges of hourly fees charged for similarly trained personnel in the private
sector. The proposed rule (Section 170.20) attempts to offer some Justification for these
hourly charges. The proposed rule lists the following charges as entering into the
calculation of hourly rates: ;

Salaries and benefits i-

Administrative support.

Travel
!

-

Program support-

Major national consulting organizations have similar costs as are listed above and yet they
are able to cover these costs (with the exception of travel, which is usually billed at cost)
through hourty fees which are less than the NRC's. Furthermore, the national consultin0,

organizations do not have the added revenue stream of annual licensee fees.

This issue was discussed by Dale Alberts, President of the Wyoming Mining Association,
in his testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Clean Air and Nuclear Regulation.
In his testimony he states:

"We find it difficult to justity the reasonableness of the annual IIconse fee
,

since most interactions between NRC cnd source material IIcensees are
primarily associated with inspections, license amendments and IIconse
renewal applications. Each of these Interactions are already being billed at
full cost to the Ilcensees as prottssional statt time under provisions of 10 CFR
170. The present prof 6ssional staff hourly rate Is $132 per hour, well beyond
the costs our industry would typically associate with professional contractor
services. The WMA cannot Justily the annual 16e charges when we are
already being billed at MI costs at prcseeilonel hourty rates tbr services
rendered. The annual fee has no reasonable relationship to the cost of
regulatory services as set forth in subsection (c)(3) In the Conference
(boort.* |

Kennecott Uranium Company agrees with the above testimony given by Dale Alberts.
Kennecott Uranium Company believes that since the NRC is charging licensees hourly fees
for its ' services", the following standards should be set for the ' services" provided: :

a) Conalatency in Charges ,

Similar types of work (i.e., processing a simple amendment request) submitted by
different licensees to different NRC project managers should be completed in similar !

lengths of time resulting in similar hourly charges.,
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Commente on the Proposed Revlelone to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171- Page 4.

b) Deadlines for Completion
Time limits for processing of amendment requests by the NRC should be
established. When the NRC requests a submittal from a licensee, there is a
deadline for response (usually 30,80, or 90 days). The NRC should be held to a
thirty (30) day response period for a simpio amendment request. Other types of
responses could be given other maximum time limits,

c) Itemization of invoices
The NRC should provide itemized invoices for its work in the same manner as a
consultant provides an itemized accounting of time and funds expended. The
NRC's invoices should contain the following information:

Hours spent (currently provided)-

Hourly charges (currently provided) >-

Description of the work (not provided)-

Name of the individual (s) who performed the work (not provided)-

Dates on which the work was completed (currently only " period covered"is.

provided)
,

5. Closure of URFO
Uranium recovery licensees were regulated through the Uranium Recovery Field Office
(URFO) in Denver, Colorado. The licensing function has now been transferred to NRC
headquarters and the inspection function has been transferred to Arlington, Texas. URFO
consisted of a small group of dedicated personnel (technical, administrative and support)
who administered NRC uranium recovery licenses. A decision was made by the NRC to ,

close this office as of August 1,1994. The rationale for this decision was cost. The NRC
stated that the closure of this office would result in cost savings. If this is indeed the case,
then these saving should be reflected in the fees paid by the licensees as of the date of
the closure of URFO.

?

'

6. General Comments on NRC Licensing Fees
It is in the national interest to have a domestic uranium industry capable of supplying U.S.
nuclear power plants with fuel. A domestic uranium industry is needed to provide a secure

,

energy supply in the event of future energy shortages due to disruptions in foreign
supplies. Excessive licensing fees and charges run counter to the national interest of

"

.

fostering domestic energy supplies to meet domestic needs. Dale Alberts, President of the
Wyoming Mining Association discussed this issue in his testimony before the United States'

Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, Subcommittee on Clean Air and
'

Nucioar Regulation by stating:
'The Increasing regulatory costs will only accelerate the demise of the
domestic uranium mine and milling industry rather than support the Industry's |
aNort to become a Viable entity in today's world economy. Further damage
to this Industry will result in an ever increasing dependence on foreign

s us sova se6>>cstos Axvanoo xnixven :coaxx2x oc eo (na:) >s
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Comments on the Proposed Revisions to 10 CFR Parts 170 and 171 Page5.

energy suppIles while decreasing our domestic ability to sustain vital
national security Interests.''

in addition, Kennecott Uranium Company supports the position stated by Dale Alberts in
his testimony that, given the fact that in each year since 1984 the Secretary of Energy has
determined, in the annual report to Congress, thet the domestic uranium producing
industry has been non-vlable and the fact that the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) requires that
this country maintain a viable domestic uranium producing industry, excessive licensing
fees are contrary to the spirit of the AEA.

In his testimony Dale Alberts states:
"It Is WMA's belief that the present fee schedule weakens the Viability
potential of the domestic uranlum producers. We believe that it Is Incumbent
upon NRC to give full consideration to the omscts of imposing significant ;

annual hees on the domestic source materialIndustry in view of the decIslons I

made by the Secretary of Energy and the requirements of the Atomic Energy |
Act, that this count >y maintain a Vlable domestic uranium producing industry.' i

i

Attached to these comments is a copy of Dale Alberts' testimony before the Senate ;

Subcommittee on Clean Air and Nuclear Regulation. Kennecott Uranium Company is including !

them so they may be included in the docket as well. Kennecott Uranium Company supports the
position of Dale Alberts, President, Wyoming Mining Association, in this included testimony.

In conclusion, Kennecott Uranium Company believes that the annual fees for Class i
licensees be no more than $58,100.00, unless' adequate justification is given that demonstrates
the cost of regulating these licenses has increased.

Kennecott Uranium Company appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed
fee structure. If you have any questions please do not hesitete to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Yhk.CitA11J b j

Kenneoott Uranium Company f66
Michael H. Gibson
Vice President

ATTACHMENT
OP:ss
Osa.JUN
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UNITED STATES SENATE !

COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS i
r
:
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:
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;

SUBCOMMITTEE .ON
CLEAN AIR AND NUCLEAR REGULATION !

.

f-

STATEMENT O'F DALE L. ALBERTS
'

,, _

PRESIDENT |
WYOMING MINING ASSOCIATION :

!..

!
;

,

Regarding U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission User Fees
:
*

.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. DALE L. ALBER*!S |
PRESIDENT OF WYOMING MINING ASSOCIATION ,

'

.

;

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Clean Air and Nuclear Regulation, j

my nameis Dale Alberts. I am the current President of the Wyoming Mining Association and !
'

I thank you for the opportunity to provide the Wyoming Mining Association's (WMA) comments |
on this important topic.

>

The Wyoming Mining Association represent 39 mining companies producing coal, -

bentonite, trona, and uranium in Wyoming. The Association includes 10 uranium mining .

companies that are in various stages of production,' development, or reclamation. The WMA |

Ialso represent 105 service and supply companies making all or at least a part of their living from

the mining industry.
!
!

The WMA agrees with the basic premise that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) f
should be reimbursed by the collection of reasonable fees commensurate with services provided. |

-However, it is our belief that the fees are not reasonable and commensurate with the services |,

provided the regulated community. Nor has the fee system been implemented in a fair and j

equitable manner. |

|
*

.

NRC states that it can give consideration to the effects of the imposition of annual fees !

only when it is required by law to consider these effects (i.e. the Atomic Energy Act, the

Energy Reorganization Act, and the Regulatory Flexibility Act).* Contrary to this statement, ;

t

NRC has not corisidered the effects of the imposition of annual fees on domestic urani9m i
$

producers.

i
,

Section 170B of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended by Public Law 97-415, i

requires the Secretary of Er.ergy to annually assess the viabliity of the domestic uranium mining !;

and milling industry. Since 1984, the Secretary of Energy has determined in each of the annual f
reports to Congress that the tranium producing industry has been npn-viable." This fact is |

I
.

0) ;
.

:
*

.
t

I
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readily apparent by comparing the number of licensed mills in operation in the late 1970's and

early 1980's to those in operation today. A decade ago there were twenty-aix (26) active and

lleensed millsS. Today there are no active conventional mining and milling operations in the

United States.
1

A majodty of these 26 mills are now being decommissioned and reclalmed to comply

with applicable NRC regulations." As each of these sites enter decommissioning and

reclamation, their is a decrease in the number of source material licensees available to fund NRC

regulatory oversight. The financial burden on the remaining source material licensees,has
-

,

continued to increase putting additional financial strains on an already hard pressed industry.

The increasing regulatory costs will only accelerate the demise of the domestic uranium mine

and ml11[ng industry rather than support the industry's effort to become a vlable entity in today's

world economy. Further damage to this industry will result in an ever increasing dependance

on foreign energy supplies while decreasing our domestic ability to sustain vital national security

interests..

.

.

It is WMA's belief the present fee schedule furthe.r weakens the viability potential of the

domestic uranium producers. We believe that it is incumbent upon NRC to give full

consideration to the effects of imposing significant annual fees on the domestic source matedal

industry in view of the decisions made by the Secretary of Energy, and the require!nents of the

Atomic Energy Act that this country maintain a viable domestic uranium producing industry.

This Committee and NRC need to be aware that our domestic mining und milling

industry, in its attenipt to become viable, is competing with foreign uranium producers including

those primarily or partially owned by their respective governments. Some of these entities

include non-market economy governments where the sales price of natural uranium appears to

bears little relationship to'the costs of its production. Foreign governments may not require

similar licensing fees of their producen or the~y rnay simply pass the additional cost on to their ;

citizens. For the U.S. uranium except for a very few cases where there are special provisions

within current purchase contracts, domestic producers cannot pass through the added regulatory

costs and licchsing fees.
|
4

1
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The Conference Ecpott of Congress states that thc 'annualfees shall, to the maximwn

extentpracdcable, have a reasonable relattomhip to the cost of regulatory services provided by
,

the Commission; and the annualfees be assessed to those licemees the Commission, in its

discretion, deterinines canfairly, equhably, andpracticably contribute to theirpayment. * The.

WMA does not believe the fees have been reasonable or commensurate with services rendered,

nor have they been assessed in a fair and equitable manner.

We fi6d it diffleult to justify the reasonableness of the annuallicense fee since most

interactions tietween NRC and source material licensees are primarily associated with -

inspections, licensa amendments, and license renewal applications. Each of these interactions

are already being billed at full cost to the !!censees as profess!onal staff time under provisions

of 10 CFR 6170. The present professional staff hourly rate is $132 per hour, well beyond the

costs our industry would typically associate with professional contractor services. The WMA

cannot justiff the annual fee charges when we are already being billed at full costs at

professional hourly rates for services rendered. The annual fee has no reasonable relationship

to the cost of regulatory services as set forth in subsection (c)(3)in the Conference Report.a

It is especially difficult tojustify the fees when considering that since 1991, the number

of NRC licensees bas significantly decreased from approximately 9000m to 6800." This is 'a

decrease of almost 25%. During this same period, the number of NRC Direct Full Time

Employees (FIE) has increased nearly 6% from 1530 FTE's" in 1991'to 1619 FTE's today"

with the profession staff hourly rate increasing from $92 to $132 per hour, an increase of over

30%. While we recognize that NRC's professional staff hourly rates are the ranuit of the review

required by the Chi'ef Financial Officers Act of 1990 (CFO), it does not explain or justify the

increase in total costs, increase of direct FTEs and the resulting professional staff hourly rates

when the number of licensees and the associated regulatory oversight requirements have

signliicantly decreased.

The continued increase in professional hour rates and total FE's at a time when the ;

number of licensees have significantly decreased was a primary concern expressed by the !

I l
industry when the current fee sys' tem was beinjg implemented. These increases clearly.

< 0)
:
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demonstrate that any program which collects its budget from a regulated community must be

subject to some outside control or review if costs are to be controlled, Without independent

oversight, continued increases in costs and staff size will occur withotit regard to the benefits

and services received by the regulated community.

In another area to make the fee structure more equitable, the WMA strongly believes

governmental agencies such as the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency should billed for their fair share of regulatory services rendered by NRC.
.

'

NRC's previous response to this issue regarding the billing of DOR was that all

substantive NRC review on DOB Title I uranlum sites, both site specific and generic, are

essentially completed prior to the issuance of a general license to DOE. Thus, the DOE cannot {
'

be billed since pOE has not been issued a NRC license pursuant to 10 CFR {l71," WMA

does not agree with these reasoning. NRC itself states that the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation ,

Act of 1990, Public I.aw 101-508, allows the " collection qffeesfrom 'avy person'' and that

"any cerson who receives a service or thing of valuepom rhe Commission shn11pav fm so

. _ cover the Commission's cost In providing any such service or thing of value. '" Further, Section

11(s) of the Atomic Energy Act defines " person" as:

'The term ' person' means (1) any individual, corporation, pannership, firm,

association, trust, estate, public orprivote Institution, group, Govemment orency

other than the Commission, any State or political subdivision .... ' lemphasis

added]"

Because these govemmental agencies receive a service from NRC, we believe they also

should be billed for their use of NRC resourecs. This is especially true in the case of the

burdensome and duplicat' mgulations resulting from newly promulgated provisions by EPA.e

In December 1989, EPA promulgated radionuclide emission standards within the National

Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) under Section 112 of the Clean Air

Act." 4
.

.

! (4)
I

.
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These; regulations became codified as 40 CFR 661, Subpart T (National Emission

Standards for[ Radon Emissions From the Disposal of Uranium Mill Tailings) and Subpart W

(National Emission Standards for Radon Emissions From Operating Mill Tallings). Due to the

dual regulatory status created by thi.; promulgation, and ongoing NRC and EPA discussions to

resolves the dual regulatory issues, we believe substantial costs are being incurred to resolve

these differences, and these costs should be borne'by EPA, not the NRC licenses. De

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 and the Atomic Energy Act clearly provides NRC

the necessary authority to assess these govemmental agencies for their fair share of NRC

sernees.
~

To meet the responsibility entmsted to NRC and to fulfillits responsibilities to assure

equitable assessment of fees to all entities, the Commission needs to carefully examine and

appropriately consider the consequences ofits actions, as the power to impose fees is analogous

to the power to tax. Although there may be technical arguments differentiating between fees and

taxes, the consequences of each action cannot be argued, for the power to impose unreasonable

fees, like taxes, creates the power to destroy. With such powers, NRC mustjudiciously impose

such fees. _

NRC has the authority under the OBRA-90 to consider cost e.nd competition factors in

assessing its fees as the Conference Report of Congress states that "annuof fres be'axsessed to

those licensees the Commission, in its discretion, detennines can fairly, equitably, and

pmcticably contribute to their payment. * To be consistent with this intent, NRC needs to

consider the pass through ability of an entity so that annual fees can be assessed in a fair and
1 *

equitable mariner.

This could perhaps be accomplished by the licensee filing for such relief by completing

a certified affidavit or form similar to NRC's Form 526, "CertlGeation of Small Entity Status

For Purposes' of Annual Fees Imposed Under 10 CFR Part 171", documenting the endty's

inability to pass through the regulatory burden. NRC could then assess the pass through

capability for!a licensee and a licensee's ability to " practicably contribute to their payment".

This would provide other classes of NRC licensees the same treatment as aircady provided for
.

.
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educational institution;s who are exempted from the annual fees due to their inabilley to pass

through the regulatorf costs.

In addition to these potential solutions, the WMA believes specific legislative and NRC

policy changes are necessary and should be combined with the regulated cominunity's continued

participation in assessment of thor.e fees to ensure they are commensurate with regulatory

services rendered.

.

NRC itself has identified several activities for which regulatory services are rendered by

the Commission, but whose costs cannot be captured due to prohibitions from other legislative

Acts and/or NRC policies. Modifications of these Acts and NRC policies would allow them to

equitably assess charges for their services. These include; (1) activilles not assoelated with an

existing NRC Ilcensoe or class of licensee; (2) applicants not subject to fee assessment due to

other Acts; (3) exemptions based on current Commission po!!cies and; (4) activities that support
.

both NRC and Agreement State applicants and licensees.
-

t

Regarding-" activities not associated with an existing NRC licensee or class ofIIcensee'',

the WMA believes the Commission should re-examine and propose language to modify

OBR A-90 to clearly provide NRC the ability to bill entitics who are rendered regulatory services

but are not bsled solely because they are not a NRC licensee.

This change would properly placed the cost burden of Commission services on those

entitles requesting such services, including government agencies and departments such as DOB,

EPA, and DOD.

NRC Ikas also asserted thRt theIndependent Offices Appropriation Act (IOAA) precludes

the charging; of fees to other governmental agencies. We believe in cordunction widt

modifications to OBRA-9'O, the IOAA should also be modified to allow those exempt entities

which receive services from the Commission, to be fairly and equitably assessed fees for

Mentifiable s rvices rendered by the Commission.

i .

|
'

| (6)
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In addition to allowing the NRC to recoup its costs on the domestic front, revision of the

IOAA should also allow the Commission to appropdately bill and fund those necessary

international activities including safety assiste.nce to foreign counties and non-proliferation

reviews. Since these items are typically channelled through and normally requested by the

Poderal Government, we believe these costs should be funded by the Treasury Department and

excluded from the costs to be recovered from the licensees since the services are rendered on

behalf of the Federal Government.

The WMA also believes that accessing fees for Agreement state programs is equitable
-

when recognizing that NRC licensees represent only 30 percent of NRC's generic regulatory

cmts while the other 70 percent is attributable to support of NRC/ Agreement State applicants

and licensees."* The recovery of these costs when applied only to NRC licensees, are

tantamount to a preferential tnx and adversely impact interstate cornmerce due to the imposition

of unevenly levied fees. As previously indicated, Section 11 (s) of the AEA already provides

the NRC authn&i to assess las to "any State orpoliticalsubdivl.rton' who receives a service

or thing of value from the Commiss!cn.

, .

In conclusion, the WMA believes NRC needs to examine the uranium mining industry

viability question in the issuance of future annuallicense fees. Further, we support legislative

changes such as modifying language within the AEA and IOA A to permit NRC to 'airly assessf

10 CFR 6170 and 5171 fees to other entitics including other Federal agencies for regulatory

services provided to those entities. This would be consistent with the intent of OBRA-90 which

allows the collection of fees from any entity or person who receives a service from NRC. To

help assure the benefin and services derived tre commensurate with the imposed costs, the

WMA supports inder ident oversight on regulatory programs which derive their budget from

the collection of fees. For without such oversight and to address these other issues, the WMA

believes the Intent of Congress to assure fees are fair and equitable will not have been

implemented to the detriment of the public and the regulated commur.hy.

G)
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